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I’M ELAINE, AND I’VE BEEN A BEAUTY 
THERAPIST FOR OVER 30 YEARS

Throughout the unusual climate, I could 
not wait to get back to hands-on therapy. 

What a better place to start a safe return 
than the beautiful lake at Mill Meadow.

Fresh air, bird song, the sound of water, 
and beautiful products and oils 
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Therapy Menu
FULL BACK MASSAGE

Diognosis of tension // De-stress // Lymphatic Drainage
Full back massage including neck and top of arms. Choice of massage oils

60 min - £40

INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE
Tension releasing // Stimulates circulation // Energy giving
Treatment undertaken fully clothed. Includes neck and top of arms
40 min - £25

SEATED SHOULDER AND NECK MASSAGE
De-stressing // Relaxing
Treatment undertaken fully clothed
30 min - £20

REFLEXOLOGY 

Working the whole body through the feet
60 min - £30

LEG MASSAGE
De-stress // Aids circulation // Lymphatic drainage
Choice of aromatherapy oils
40 min - £30

FOOT AND ANKLE MASSAGE
Relaxing //Helps mobility // Aids good circulation
30 min - £25

LUXURY PEDICURE WITH VARNISH
Luxury treatment to improve the feel and look of feet. 
Mavala professional products and varnish used
60 min - £35

PEDICURE - FOOT CARE
Cut // File // Cuticles // Hard-skin removal
30 min - £20

PEDICURE - FOOT PAMPER
Cut // File // Foot - mask // Massage
30 min - £20

30 min - £25
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Availability
I will usually be working at Mill Meadow on Mondays, 
unless arranged otherwise

Booking
Treatments must be booked and paid for 24 hours in 
advance
100% refund if elaine cancels due to bad weather etc.
50% refund if guest cancels

Contact
Email or text to book a treatment, or with any questions 
or queries

elainebranch@outlook.com
07870513014

Terms & Conditions
I am fully insured and following the latest Coronavirus 
Government Guidlines on beauty therapy treatments.
Your wellbeing is my business.
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